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educational consulting - vantage points learning solutions and training
partners have developed unique performance management and

coaching programs that have been proven to improve sales
performance. the firm continues to develop new sales management

and leadership programs for clients. sales management - a progressive
sales management firm, vantage points offers a unique blend of sales
management, sales leadership, and sales technology services. with

more than 20 years of experience, vantage points offers a wide range
of services for a wide variety of clients.performance management -
vantage points is the innovator in the development of performance

management solutions. the firm is recognized as a leader in the field of
sales performance management. with more than 20 years of sales

experience, peter leads a team of sales management and sales
technology consultants. he has extensive experience in sales
management, sales leadership, sales technology, and sales

performance management. as a thought leader in sales management
and sales technology, bob is an expert in the area of sales leadership

and performance management. he has more than 25 years of
experience in sales management and sales technology, and he has

served in various sales management and sales technology roles. unlike
most of the online sales software, the software i use is not a piece of

cake to use. however, the more i use it, the easier it gets. i have been
using this software for about 4 months now. i must say that i love this

software. after a lot of hard work, i made it happen.
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dashboards -
dashboards display

information in a simple
and easy to read

format. dashboards can
be created by any

coach or manager in
the institute. in the

online software,
coaches can be given

privileges to create and
edit dashboards. the
dashboards can be

accessed by any user of
the online software. so

is it really helpful to
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work from home? i am
an it professional

working in a software
company. i have three
kids, a husband, a dog,
a car, a home, a kid, a

salary, a heart
condition and some
responsibilities. the

question i asked myself
is: what if i could work
from home and have

my kids and my family
near me? i did a lot of
research on working

from home and i
figured out the best
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approach is to start part-
time. i started working
on home office from
home and doing my

part time job as well. as
a voracious learner,

michelle completed her
phd in organizational
psychology to deepen
her insights into the

interplay between sales
management practices
and sales performance.

she has a masters
degree in management

for organizational
effectiveness, as well
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as masters certificates
in total quality

management and
instructional systems

design from marymount
university in arlington,
virginia. she also has a

bachelor of science
degree in computer
science from florida

international university.
i am not from tier 1
college (i even don't

know what's the
categorisation basis),

didn't work for big
mncs, didn't use
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referrals anywhere.
today, i am a software
engineer at facebook,

london. if your situation
is the same as mine,
bingo! i can feel the
pain of struggling.
hence, i decided to
share my ups and
downs in this blog.
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